
 

Dear Codex Community, 
 
We are pleased to again provide an update with the turn of the year (our 3rd), reflecting on what 
we achieved last year and updating our views on what’s ahead. The vision for Codex is to 
become the world’s best registry for items of value. We have designed and built the platform to 
be accessible, visually appealing, and secure for any individual or enterprise that wants to store 
the provenance for any item (physical or digital). 
 
The last year was marked by volatility. That volatility really forced our hands in ways we did not 
well predict in advance, and as a result we were forced to veer from our intended roadmap for 
the first time. When covid began to spread, we saw an almost immediate and total slow down to 
usage on our platform. That didn’t last long, however. Over the course of the year, we saw a 
renewed upward trend in usage in the platform. We kept up with that by improving the platform 
based on feedback from users and upgrades that we realized we’d need as we scale. 
 
Recently, there has been an even more robust enthusiasm around cryptocurrencies; and the 
Ethereum blockchain on which we’ve built our project, in particular. That has caused a dramatic 
spike in our actual costs. We have spent significant time evolving our pricing and systems to 
adapt to these changes; and for now we are limiting access to only bonafide collectors, artists, 
and partners, while also raising platform prices. 
 
We have also now launched “off-chain” records. In a way, it’s best to think of that as a sort of 
“freemium” model to the platform since users can utilize most of the same feature set, at 
no-cost; if and when a user wants the iron clad and more detailed provenance record on the 
blockchain, they incur the requisite fees. 
 

 
Above is a screenshot of the new “freemium” records we enabled at year end. 

 



 

We believe that both the recent rise in ETH interest, and off-chain records are going to be 
beneficial, although that has some counterintuitive elements at the same time. Before talking 
more about that, let’s recap some of the notable aspects of our progress in 2020. 
 
2020 Progress  
 
We again set new records for usage:  

● Total records jumped to just about half a million  
● Our organic traffic saw 55% growth in new users, and crossed over 8,000 total users 
● Our partnership with Auction Mobility saw about a 2x increase of new records added 
● Our partnership with Live Auctioneers brought in nearly 50,000 new records  
● We added monthly memberships in Q3 for the first time 

We substantially upgraded the core provenance tracking component of the records: 
● Upgraded the "create record" form to a new full-page, multi-step, design 
● Added new "detail" fields to Codex Records (eg. artist name, condition, dimensions, 

medium, etc) 
● Launched The White Glove Service.  
● Launched Printable Codex Record Certificates 

 
We made the platform much more user friendly:  

● Added a new "pending records" page where you can see the progress of claimed 
records, and off-chain records being upgraded to blockchain records 

● Improved the "claim records" page to make it easier for users to claim records (e.g. 
logging in and claiming without leaving the page) 

● Updated all transactional email templates with new designs to improve engagement 
● Added new "welcome emails" sent after new user email confirmation, per user type 

(galleries, collectors, artists, and normal users) 
● Updated login page with new, simpler designs 
● Changed menu / navigation to new "grouped" layout 
● Added post-purchase survey (after purchasing CODX or a Membership, users are asked 

how they plan to use Codex) 
● Added new "membership welcome" emails sent after membership purchase 
● Added the ability to save Codex Records as drafts (for paid memberships only) 

 
We implemented various cost control and rationalization mechanisms (as alluded to in the intro): 

● Added new paid memberships that offer CODX fee discounts and more 
● Improved transaction flows for web3 wallet users; reduced "wait time" after sending 

transactions 
● Updated Stripe checkout flows to be more clear and robust (using Stripe-hosted 

checkout pages) 
● Updated CODX Token package pricing 
● Added the ability to create off-chain records (free for the user) 
● Added the ability to upgrade off-chain records to blockchain records (for the normal 

CODX fee) 
● Updated "claim records" flow to create off-chain records instead of on-chain records 

https://codexprotocol.com/white-glove/


 

 
We also developed some necessary improvements for the marketing and community initiatives 

● Added "marketing email" opt-in when signing up on Codex Viewer 
● Finished "Claim CODX Tokens" page, involving programmatic deployment of 53 vesting 

contracts for a total of 211,314,144 claimed CODX Tokens 
● Successfully distributed CODX Tokens to the private sale buyers 

 
Maintenance was also a considerable amount of effort, including more mundane tasks like 
migrating and upgrading services and databases to improve speeds and reduce costs, but we 
will not incorporate the full list of such work here for the benefit of our readers! 
 
In terms of the roadmap, however, we view the many cost control features as unwanted 
detours. Frankly we had aspired to push much farther into building out Codex as a tool for 
e-commerce (such as badging, third-party integrations, and a Shopify app). We began the year 
intent on exploring integrations with various online art marketplaces to understand how they 
may use Codex to increase sales and improve the e-commerce experience because we believe 
that has untapped potential. Our hope was to begin work on enabling more features for our 
digital artist community as well. 
 
But the rising costs forced our hands. To put the spike in costs in perspective, the cost of 
generating a new user spiked from ~$0.95 to ~$90 due to rising ETH prices and average gas 
prices. Here is a graph of our average gas prices over the course of 2020: 
 

 



 

Looking Ahead 
 
There are very positive headlines lately about the rising popularity of NFTs particularly with 
respect to digital art collectibles. That’s the other side of the coin, as opposed to the recent rise 
in ETH interest and corresponding gas costs. 

 
Some examples:  

1.) https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-report-predicts-nfts-will-explode-in-popularity-during-2021 
2.) https://www.forbes.com/sites/lawrencewintermeyer/2021/02/12/non-fungible-token-market-booms

-as-big-names-join-cryptos-newest-craze/?sh=3faef12b460a 
3.) https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/22/business/nft-nba-top-shot-crypto.html 

 
If NFTs are going to be recognized as the effective store of value that they can represent and 
are truly going to take off in popularity, we are indeed bullish about our position as a platform for 
enthusiasts to easily generate NFTs for their collectibles, like a “Carfax for anything”. We have 
built a very robust easily accessible toolset for such folks; and we have a smart roadmap ahead 
to improve from here. We foresee various scenarios including digital artists, script writers and 
authors using Codex as a way to prove authorship; and galleries using badges and certificates 
to transfer clear provenance details and titles. 
 
Recently, one of our avid users, the well known digital artist, Romero, reached out to us to show 
his example of a newly installed work which he relays is “the first Public work of Art on the 
Blockchain: Codex Record #110798. Romero explains, “This work 'Social Assembly' was 
transposed from the original digital image to create a wrap in full scale size as the dimensions 
are placed on the Codex record. The collaboration to make the work one of three artists chosen 
consisted of Meredith Hawke of Uptown Greenville NC, Greenville North Carolina's economic 
development organization, Holly Garriot of Pitt County Council on the Arts at Emerge, FastSigns 
of Greenville for the wrap and of course myself artist 'Romero' whose work was chosen for 5th 
St and Cotanche St.” He took advantage of our service to print a physical certificate as well. 
 
Our backlog of additional features such as notarizations, multiple signatories, editioning and 
integrations with Shopify will have more appeal as NFT popularity rises. We intend to develop a 
version for enterprises so they can engineer offchain records OR NFTs for their own end users 
(and manage their costs). We are excited to further develop that tool set and enable those use 
cases which we know have real potential. 
 
Separately for those who have asked, we’d like to uniformly respond that we still have not 
committed to any particular plans around a utility token listing. There has never been a clear 
plan on any such step, and there are a lot of considerations were one to be taken. We do 
appreciate that some folks are interested in what direction we may take in that regard, but view 
it as premature and distracting. Our platform development has to take precedence and we only 
distributed the tokens in the last 12 months. 
 
We very much look forward to continuing our progress towards our ultimate goal of being the 
world’s registry for valuables. 
 
Sincerely, 
The Codex Team 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-report-predicts-nfts-will-explode-in-popularity-during-2021
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lawrencewintermeyer/2021/02/12/non-fungible-token-market-booms-as-big-names-join-cryptos-newest-craze/?sh=3faef12b460a
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lawrencewintermeyer/2021/02/12/non-fungible-token-market-booms-as-big-names-join-cryptos-newest-craze/?sh=3faef12b460a
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/22/business/nft-nba-top-shot-crypto.html
https://codex-viewer.com/featured-collections/ikohaus
https://codex-viewer.com/record/110798
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/codex.registry-production/assets/provenance-certificates/110798.pdf

